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ABSTRACT

study was undertaken to det rmine American
attiltudes.toidard -sex education and contraceptive services to
-aciolescentsr_land- toward- the -related topics- of teenage -Pregnancy and
r.elated velfare'and ieaical costs. The ptudy was based on the premise
that policy decisionsq regarding .whether to offer- sex education and
contraceptive services td adolescents are influenced by=_Toli-cy
makers' conCeptions of public opinion. _The-method-used was to_
'integrate all available data---on-- American public opinion toward sex

.

education and _birth----ctintrol for teenagers and° to =relate findings from
analysisof the resulting-data compilation to educational_and-----

Public health policy at different time periods from 1943 to 1980.
Data:consisted of previous_ research--s-tudles in the fields of, social
science, medicine,__and public health and -of surveys by the American
institute of Public Opinion (the Gallup organization) . Several

difficulties were encountered in interpreting data from different-sources and time periods, including ;that_uest-ions---asiced at one time
were neither parallel nor- similar to questions- asked at another
period. In spite of the diff-iculties, however, findings-(indicated
several -clear trends. Most important among these findings are that a
solid majority of the public has alllays been _in favor of .sex
education for teenagers; that, recently, the public is overwhelmingly
in favor. of providing birth control information as.part of this
education; and _that- there hat- been a generally upward trend in
.approval of providing birth control for teenagers.-The conclusion
that current policy concerning sex education eund adalesCent birth
ciontnol is much tmore conservative than public. opinion:and that
,

provision of more and better contraceptive 'services and sex ;education.
to teenagers would be supported by the American public. (DS)
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These me ativ conseq ences have epw,brought
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ietze, 1978

ong tiei-nagers has "adverse-health psychosocial,

childbirth

and economic conseque e
-

This pervasive sexual activity has a

becaus it results in approximately one and a third

(n pr iiiatiry no

previancy: and

and its -policy"--

Ity of teenagers -aged 15719 are cditally

Kantner, l98

majnr impact on soci
Ili

g .American society

endments sof

It/his also'been estiMated that-the-600,000 births annually to teenagers

cost the/ American taxpayer-about $8-.-3 b'llion a year in we
the

costs fOoms & Matiocha, 197
f inally enacted

are parAents
a

d_ medidal
of- PI. 95-626 as

by Congress. is on adolescents who are lready pregn

So recent governme

policy concernedowith the problem: of

-

/teenage- pregnancy is conservative in the sense -of -being reactive rdther than

preventive.

It appearethat pu

policy may be influenced by,

he - conventional

wisdom df a general conservative shift among the American public.
Policymakers, especially those who are elected officials, 'concerned with

the issue of uninte

A pregnancy

among single teenagers no doubt leeel that

they must consider two aspects of the problem.

atic aspect--that of seeking to reduce
making birth control in

aspect concerns

norms

One

viewed ai being, .a Fag-

unwanted pregnancy among teens by

and services available to thett.

about teenage Sexual-activity;

The ot er

is sometimes. viewed
%milk

'Allen=

as a -publ

that ai-rays pra

tic- conderns, against normative ones.
,

verlooked is that actually both aspects of the issue concern

What is oft;
values.

.

The freq =ntly overloo

to access services

d value issue rer...ates to_allowing young people

equired for themto take full responsibility for their
..

of necessarily the same as accepting the values represented
.
.
,
.
'
adolescent sexual behavior. This pO'spective provides a frame of reference

lifestyle, which is

for viewing

the

trend of American public opinion toward providing

and birth control

sa

des to- teenagers.

sex

education

.rf-L

Method

-In orderto determi e-therend of public opinion on any to-

is

desirable that the = data= abtindd at different points in time be d's COparable
as possible

reliability of public

opinion data

ferences in sampling,, the interview- situation

ay be affe'rted by dif-

and how the questions are_ w

The s e diffe ences can be minimized by only using

data

,

leeted. by one survey

organization, provided that this &Yes not result in ,exclving a Significant
amount of data 7-1' -the topic.

For the topics of sex education and contraception for teenagers
reasonable to- utilize data-

from a single survey organization because the

American Institute of Public Opinion (The Gallup Organization) has collected
most of the available national

Gallup- Poll uses-

Public opinion data on

The

-these- topics,

personal-interviews and samples the adult (18 years and older

data,

these

Gallup samples of approximately 1,500 cases have generallSr been found

be

noninstitutional population.

representat'Ve of age, sex; race,

Wheiicompared' to Census

and geographic area groupings.

sampling tolerance for these samples

is within

95

3% in either direction.

Even- with the approach taken here. of -using data collected by a single

survey organization

aspects of -data nonc *arability still exist.

these=

o the specific question,wording used by various
will be discuss

as the data are presented.

1

The topic of sex education has been

object of public opinion/ polling
1

longer than the. topic of birth control for teenagers.
at the issue -was first :rats d

phrased as

follows.

CGail

J1972, p. 387)

It was back in May 1943
.

The question was,

It has been suggested that a course in sex education-be
ou approve or disapprove of this

given to students in high-

plan?"

It is a surprise_ to many people to aVs that 68% of the_public voiced approval
=

ee 'Figure

for this suggeStion at that
that opinion Joiras'so7

subject.'

at

A second unique

opinion category for similar items has

then 10%.

eature -o

the time-When quota
sampling

is some indication

.

unstable..=b a.ck then as 16% had no opinion on the

In more recent times, the,

'generally been' less

1)

ese 1943 results is that they date back to
sms-ed=i-ather than-modern area probability

The quota-,samples

appear, to

have been quite good but there is a

Own bias, due to a-tendency to underrepresent the lower educational, income,
and occupational levels.

This could have -the effect

response by iinderrepresenting

recent t

of

inflating the approval

k

those sociodemographic groups who, at least in

mes, tend to demonstrate lower approval of sex education.

Starting in April 1965, Gallup began
education that

,was repeated in 1969,

using a two-part question concernink.
1970,

and most recently in December 1977

"Do you approve or-disapprove of schools giv

in sex education?" which is similar to the 1943 format except that- the reference
is no longer specifically to -high schools.

Those respondents who voice approval

=

,these -courses discussed

are then. asked, "Would -you approve or disapprove T

birth'contiol?"

For clarity,: the results of this -second half of the two

art.

question are also reported as a percentage of the tot aa population.

n this question was first asked in 1965

69% approved of sex education

in general in the schools but the degree of approval edropped significantly to
46% if -birth control was specifically to be- discussed (Gallup, 1972,_p _1940)
This pattern of a-,drop from the

general to theecific
spas h -been cosisently
n
t
-

found each time the questions have been_asked. __Thec=responding percentages
of approval for the other years are 71% and 55% in 1969,- 65%-and 36%, in 1970,
and 77% and :69% in 1977 (Gallup, 1978a; 197W,--pp.- 3740)
additional- related question was _commissioded by Planned Parenth od-World-

Population and'fielded by The Gallup Organization in June 1972 (Pomeroy
1972).

is question asked, "To what extent do you agree dr-disagree with the

following statement-,- professional birth control information, services and

counseling should be made available to unmarried teenagers who are sexually
active.

vestion is obviously quite different in thae'lf-includes both

educatIon and:services and- refers specifically to sexually active, unmarried.
teenagers.

The total agree response (agree plus strongly_ agree) to this

question was 73%.

In their discussion of the response to this item

Pomeroy and Landman tend

to emphasize that three-quarters of the public is indicating its approval of
providing birth control services to teenagers.
probably an overstatement=

For several reasons, this, is

The wording of the item is slanted more toward the

education domain y Information' Jand counseling) than toward-Art

control.

The

services aspe t certainly does not stand out between information and counseling
item, and in fact, it

'possible ghat some.

respondents may have taken the

rd'i!services" to mean educational

oriented

-----services-rather-than-the-actual-provision of-contraception-as t e=invesZtgatars==
ended.

A second point is that themultidimenspnal format of the item may

ve, in effect, induced-reSpondents:to-approve services-if therJiid not -want
to disapprove= information and counseling. 'And finally, the level of approval

s item fits the trend of public opinion toward sex education for teenagers but, as will be demonstrated,_ it is- definitely _aboVe the=trend-of approva
for birth control services 'for teenagers.
Two aspects of the entire Aata series-Iconcerned with sex birth centrol .
education- for t6enagers shigrd be named.

First is the factithat by December

1.977,-t4e differential between approval of sex edUcationand 'approv

control instruction has been 'narrowed to 8%,
-

of birth

Second, the trend of increasing

V

-

-This drop is

approval since 1943'is_broken by the drop in approval in 1970
most dramatic for approval of birth control instruction.

Keeping in mind the logical fallacy represented by the phrase "post hoc,
ergo` propter hoc" (after this

therefore because of

his ) ; one possibe ex-

anation for this drop in approval will be cautiously advanced.

The- beginning.

1970 marked the start of well-publicizeA,Congressional hearin s-on birthi

control ells. -These'hearings corresponded with a major-drop in the public's
-

confidence i ni the safety of the pill (B/ake, 1977) and because most teenage

women who-utilize professipnal birth control services use the pill, this may

also have influenced the public to be less approving of prviding information
about the pill and other sex education "topics to teenagers.
81

(1973) had an item on birth control education fielded du

--------

1969-1972.

However, data are o

repoited for whiteAmericans and so the

results will not be distussed here bemuse they do-not-extend the time series
.in either direction.

The second series of items to be considered-consists of

questions specifically focused on the provision of contraceptive services to:

-true-tii-thepaucity of-items on this topic, a question used y Blake
during 1969-1972_will be discussed.

1973)

The fact that the data refer only

whites raises the issue of comparability with other data based upon samples
representative of the entire AmeTican public.

While this is certainly .a

concern, it-is not considered to be-a maj or problem fbr this topEc.

Pomeroy

and Landman (1972)-note that their findings and those of other surveys.do not
suggest 'that U.S. blacks support services to teenagers much less than do whites.

d the black subsample of a representative national sample is sufficiently
/

small so that unless the bliack/white response difference is particularly sha

the readlts for.whites will be a reasonable picture of the.total,saiple results.
The question,

What about health programs that give birth control free to

teenage girls who requestedjt?
--Asked in Janua

Would-you approve or: disapprove?' "- was

irat

1969' and repeatbdim Ociober 1%9, ally 1970, and AU7gust 1972;

Figure 2 shows that the,rateof approval for these four dates is 38%
and 54% respectively7(Blake, 1973).

A different ques ion-asked in February 1970 gav
When asked, "Do you factor 'or oppose making_birth co

or- pills available to

teenage girls?",, only 1S% Of the public voiced approval (Gallup, 1972, p- 2239) .

Unlike the first question that referred to birth control in general, this

question directly askg about providing teedage-girls with birth control pill
The question therefore requir sathe resppndent to_consider issues connected_
with-providing pills to,young women.
Previously it 'was noted that

was a major drop- in the public s

confidence in the,safety of the pill in early 1970.
the pill's safetY.started back

Over time, confidence in

This may explii.; the early

970 decrease

.

iniapproval of contracep ion_fer teenagers which subsequently recovered to the

earlierlevel of approval
_

The fact that raising the issue of the pill's safety tends to decrease
approval of pill use is'the reason-hat in overlapping qme series.-con making
-

pills available to teenage girls (Blake, 1977) is not being considered in-the
present discussion.

That question followed, and-was thustaffected by, a .

previous interview question where thelrespondent was asked if hee or she

though the pill was dangerous to use.
The last and most recent data point.to,be considered results from interviews conducted in ,December 1977.

When asked, "Do you favor or oppose making

birth control devices- available to teenage boys and girls?",' 56% of 'the res

itdthat they favored this course of action

pondeats

Gallup, 1979, pp.

-

37-40).

usr-public-approval of contraceptive. services for teenagers rose
,

from 38

-

_

-during the period

tosf..5

uary 1969 to December 1977.

Diicussion

_

Analysis of the-trend:in public:opiniOn toward_

ix education :and.

-

birth control for adolescents makes several conclusions apparent

A solid

majorityof.the public hp, e always been in favor of sex education for teenagers
_

,

.

and most recently they are almost as approving of specifically providing birth
.

.

controI.information,as a part of the -sex education.

nsistent

the generally upward trend in appyval of providing birth control for teenagers.
Since 1972 a majority of Americans have approved of such contraceptive services.
A number. of things

in fdvorable public vinion..

been occurring that help

xplain these -increases

First of all, the subject of teenage sexuality

has-' been brought and kept, before the public by the mass media.

is- increased

.

its salience as a-social issue for many people and its acceptance as
for discussion may have eAcouraged'a more liberal attitude.
.

subject

Becoming aware o

1!-

the epidemic= of

nonifiarital

s: adirerse _consequenees may

teenage-pregnancy and

=

___

_

__

have led people to conclude that providtrigisex edudation-and birtif-ContrOI:is
-.

preferable to high rates of teenage `abortion and childbearing.

Afso bringing the issuebefore the public, have been the actions- in both
'da establishing programs for teen

rd and deed (su

persons in al-I,

branches of-government,aleof reputable private citizens on-government
commissions-

serve

Such individuals often

,ds ,dp n on leade rs and thui indreise

public,suRport for issues- they champion.- And third, there has, been recent
_

re tognit ion . by the tourts--bf-the-,-rights of minor sr -including -accesS- to fertil-itYT=
-

_

control services on their own d

services.b came more aViiilahre and-

ar to 'the public,- more people have become con incba-that such services'

are worthy of suppo
While the increase in- public approval -of -sex education-and tonti ceptive
,

/

services for adolescents is understandable, it runs counter td tRe conventional
QA

-

-

wisdom of a generalconservative shift amottathe American .public.

The reason',

for this is that the Conventional-wisdom-is not- firm4y supported -by- the avail`-

Aong--other data sources

able data-on American opinion and values,

the gene

Social Surveys' condUcted-by th6,National Opinion Research Center demonstrate
that, there are diverse trends in U.S; opinion

reasonably be described

conservative

strong measures for handling

Nonetheless
control services'

ends can

the modest growth if

'Tort n.,r-

inalsY, other trends

for abortion) definitely cannot. be

.decisively contradicts the

While some of thds

ha:constant suppo

and the overall movement in attitudes-

idea. of-asampl6

conservative

Swing (Ladd, 1980).

current polity,concerning sex education and adolescent birth

not in tune with the-current-level of publYc support.

only 30 states have- a policy

atement expressly -add e sing sex educa-

tion in the schools and these Policies do not demonstrate strong commitment to
such instruction (Kenney & Alexander,

This may-be because policymakers

are unduly influenced by a vocal minority (who'maY.at.timiserroneously,.label
Gun control_provides another exam tile of this phenom-

themselves a majorityl.
_

enon.

For as long as modern opinion polling has. been conducted, never,have
71 control

-fewer than two - thirds' of the U.S.-publie wanted 'tsome kind of

And.yet, gun dontrol legislation is routinely defeated.

(Erskine, 1,972)t
-

-------.------

.

.

._

The gap 'between public-opinion and4 olicy

-looks at current levels of adolescent services.
0

_

.

.

.

is

-rent when one_

_

Most students du not receive,

&i

.-

sek4education (Gallup, 19781), even though such programs effeCtiveiy transmit
.

knowledge (Reithelt& Werley, 1976).

d over half the teenage population at

risk of unintended pregnancy is- not' receiving contraceptive services (Dryfoos &

Heisler, 1979), although suchservices do not cause teens to initiate coitus
(Reichelt

1979)-or to substantially alter their patterns of sexual activity

ReiChelt, 1978
,The turreut pattern of early age at initiation of inter course and-asso-_
ciated nonuse of,birth control means that half of initial premarital :teen

pregnancies ocdur in the

ir t'six months of sexual activity (Zabin, Kgntner,

Therefore,' programs to prevent unintended adolescent preg

Zelnik, 19,79),.

nancies must reach young people of both sexes before they begin sexual activity

with information on huMansexuality andplaces Where:contradeptiOn-may be
=

Young-people must be reached at an early age because young ado

obtained.

cents are the least- likely.to use birth control and,

greategt-ri

of conceiving shortly after initiating-intercour e (Zabin et al.

1979).

Jaffe and Dryfoos (1976) present data from a variety of.sources to
_thesis.
that accessibility is the most important' determinant o
support the
-

birth control use by teens.

And program activity variables such as the

number of, agencies-and clinic locationsTroviding services are particularly
sensitive to_policy change.

hood if they could.

Most adolescents would avoid pregnancy and paren

The availability: of fertility Control Seiv

ted to a g eater-li

ihoo d of premarital sex but-it is re ated to-a lower

Arlei ence :of conception (Moore
-_

16

Caldwell, -1977)

So- provision of

more and-

-

better contraceptive services and sex education to teenagers_ should. be-.an,
.
-goal
imp- artant
policy that watild be supported bylhe kmerican people accardin
..
_

.

--_-_

ivublic -opinion data previously pro s ent ed

_

,

:11=
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